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The consortium also released several
academic publications all tied to the
developed tools and related results
and gains, based on the study cases.

Reaching the last month of the Project,
it was organized the Final Workshop in
Turin - Italy, with the support of 3
other SPIRE projects. The event
counted with the attendance of 64
participants, sharing their feedback
and perspectives of the presented
tools.

It were 3 challenging years, learning
and facing new opportunities,
culminating in a very rewarding job -
the MONSOON Solution.

Upon reaching the end of this
challenging project, we can only thank
you for having followed us and for
remaining connected to us in some
way. It was a pleasure to keep you
aboard with us and we hope to see you
again. Who knows in a MONSOON
version 2.0.

Farewell dear reader!

Dear reader,
Along this 3 years we’ve been sharing with
you our developments and news related to
the MONSOON project and we thank you
for having accompanied us for so long

These 6 months a lot of developments and
refinements were preformed to reach the
goals of the Project – the MONSOON
FRAMEWORK SOLUTION.

During this last period the team faced
several challenges to adjust and refine the
tools in order to achieve a stable platform
for being used on an industrial
environment. The consortium was
supported by the project Stakeholders -
the ESG Group, that helped to align the
developed features to the market needs.
Their feedback was very important to
stablish the missing improvements, leading
to significant gains on the process's
efficiency and ecologic footprint impacts, as
one of the targets of the project - the
reduction of the Green House Gases
emissions, CO2.

Also during this period the consortium
designed the MONSOON FRAMEWORK
composed by 5 main bundles, where all the
features and services that make up the
MONSOON solution are based - described
in detail in this newsletter.

Marco Dias [GLN]
Project Dissemination Manager

… Farewell MONSOON!
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MONSOON SOLUTION

The MONSOON solution it is a package of
several services’ end-users oriented, that are
supported by 5 main bundles, depending on
end-users demands and it has specific
requirements for each scenario / application.
The solution is not a standard/closed package
and it can work as add-on customized
associated to the real needs and the required
functionalities: this solution is something that
connects the end-user to root causes and
based on a continuous involvement in the
personalization of the tool, it will allow to
reach long successful results, and significant
gains in a short-medium term.

The MONSOON platform helps the industrials
to have a big data approach with a minimal
cost, lowering the financial cost and human
implication associated.

MONSOON FRAMEWORK

Datalab Platform SAAS
The Datalab Platform is the tool for storing
(Big Data Storage and Analytics Platform
(BDSAP)) and collaboratively analyzing the
data coming from the shop floor and serves
as a development environment for the
predictive functions that can be deployed
seamlessly into the Runtime Container.

Runtime Container
The MONSOON Runtime Container
component is very similar to the Datalab
platform except that it doesn’t contain the
Data Scientists tools but offers a powerful
Predictive Function Manager which manages
the life-cycle of dockerized predictive
functions ((un)deployment, scheduling, etc.)

System Integration Service
The MONSOON platform can combine the
Integration of new components (new
predictive functions, or new connectors),
based on the need specification of the
application to be used, and deliver solid
methodology and tools to support the
continuous integration.

System Integration Service
The MONSOON platform can combine the
Integration of new components (new
predictive functions or new connectors),
based on the need specification of the
application to be used, and deliver solid
methodology and tools to support the
continuous integration.

It follows different types of services in a Docker
based infrastructure: the industrial Plant data
are collected using specific connectors and
ingested into the MONSOON Platform (Datalab
and Runtime Container) by a NiFi data flow and
a KairosDB databased and the automatic
deployment of the platforms (Datalab and
Runtime Container) is based on Ansible and
Docker Swarm.

Data Analytics Service
The Data Analytics Services are key services that
can be proposed to end-users. The aim of those
services is to exploit the MONSOON DataLab
platform’s capabilities to collect, store and treat
large volumes of data from several sources, as
well as the possibilities to easily deploy
functionalities in the plants using MONSOON’s
Runtime Container.

The Data Analytics Services consist in the
development of specific functions, based on
data science and artificial intelligence tools, for
improving the performances of the plants. Such
functions in the industrial domain can help for
instance to anticipate equipment malfunction,
to improve an industrial process by avoiding its
deviations, or to better understand root causes
of abnormal quality.

Life Cycle Assessment Service
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is adopted in the
MONSOON solution as background
methodology for the life-cycle-management
plugin. LCA plays the role of the environmental
sustainability assessor, ensuring a cross level
approach to support a quantitative evaluation of
the environmental impact of the investigated
system. The main goal is to provide information
about the environmental footprint of the
investigated industrial process and the results of
the LCA service are sent to a customized
dashboard, where environmental effect of
process optimization can be visualized by plant
managers and HSE experts.
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On 20th of September, the MONSOON
consortium organized his final workshop.
With the support of 3 other SPIRE projects
– FUDIPO, COPRO and COCOP, a full
agenda entitled to the “Digitized
Operations for Sustainable Process
Industries – Pathway Towards Industry 4.0”
was performed, along with a participation
of 64 experts and data-scientists from
different industries segments.

The Workshop was designed in a
perspective of sharing the results of
MONSOON project and interact with the
other similar projects, highlighting the
matching gains and profits to the industries
of the future.

Despite the continuous evolution of the
technology, part of the Industries still work
under conventional methodologies
unknowing the potentialities of the tools
available on the market. In fact, their major
concerns is to subsists in a very competitive
world market, avoiding unnecessary cost,
which justifies their retraction to new
investments on Industry 4.0 tools. In this
perspective, MONSOON project offers a
new way of seeing production, through the
predictive culture. The developed
MONSOON solution interacts with installed
working flow (from a industrial
environment) and creates the bridges
between methods and process
improvements, offering significant gains in
short-medium-term.

During the Final Workshop, the consortium
team presented the solution functionalities
supported by reliable results, based on the
two industrial domains studied during the
project – Aluminium and Plastics. These
results were compared to the approaches
investigated and developed in the other
SPIRE projects, such as the “ICT
architecture for real-time plant operations,
predictive control function development
and life-cycle assessment”,
“Communication architecture for plant
wide optimization”, “Advanced control of
digesters with “machine learning system”
and “Rapid integration of real time model
based applications into heterogeneous IT
system environments”.

MONSOON FINAL WORKSHOP
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PROJECT
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The event ended with a round table entitle
to the “Full digitalization of process
operations - chances and challenges”,
where the audience shared their vision
about the values of the presented tools
and potential enrichments to the Process
Industries.

With this event, the MONSOON consortium
thus ends its project, thanking all
stakeholders for the support and positive
feedback that has been shared over these
three years.
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Optimizing industrial processes through 
MONSOON

[JIMENEZ, Jose Antonio]
[read more]

Forecasting faults of industrial equipment using 
machine and deep learning classifiers

[KOLOKAS Nikolaos, VAFEIADIS, Thanasis, IOANNIDIS, 
Dimosthenis & TZOVARAS, Dimitrios]

[read more]

Anomaly detection in aluminum production 
with unsupervised machine learning classifiers 
[KOLOKAS Nikolaos, VAFEIADIS, Thanasis, IOANNIDIS, 

Dimosthenis & TZOVARAS, Dimitrios]
[read more]

Forecasting bath and metal height features in 
electrolysis process

[PASIAS, Achilleas, VAFEIADIS, Thanasis, IOANNIDIS, 
Dimosthenis & TZOVARAS, Dimitrios]

[read more]

Cross-Sectorial Semantic Model for Support 
of Data Analytics in Process Industries

[SARNOVSKY, Martin, BEDNAR, Peter & SMATANA, 
Miroslav ] 

[read more]

Anode Quality Monitoring Using Advanced 
Data Analytics

[AZENNOUD, Bilal, BERNARD Ameline, BONNIVARD 
Vincent & PEDROLI Hervé] 

[read more]
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https://revista.une.org/2/optimizar-procesos-industriales-a-traves-de-monsoon.html
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/325686911_Forecasting_faults_of_industrial_equipment_using_machine_learning_classifiers
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/334290435_Anomaly_Detection_in_Aluminium_Production_with_Unsupervised_Machine_Learning_Classifiers
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333625004_Forecasting_Bath_and_Metal_Height_Features_in_Electrolysis_Process
https://www.mdpi.com/2227-9717/7/5/281
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/331117885_Anode_Quality_Monitoring_Using_Advanced_Data_Analytics
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Check out our new Leaflet, at 
https://www.spire2030.eu/monsoon
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I T A L Y G E R M A N Y G R E E C E

S L O V A K I A F R A N C E F R A N C E

P O R T U G A L S P A I N I T A L Y

G E R M A N Y F R A N C E

https://twitter.com/MONSOON_EU

https://www.spire2030.eu/monsoon

LINKS

claudio.pastrone@linksfoundation.com

http://www.fit.fraunhofer.de/en.html
http://www.iti.gr/iti/index.html
http://www.tuke.sk/wps/portal
http://www.riotinto.com/aluminium-83.aspx
http://www.gln.pt/en
http://www.en.aenor.es/aenor/inicio/home/home.asp
http://www.lcengineering.eu/
http://www.kunststoff-institut.de/
https://www.capgemini.com/
https://www.spire2030.eu/monsoon
mailto:pastrone@ismb.it
https://twitter.com/MONSOON_EU
https://twitter.com/MONSOON_EU
https://www.spire2030.eu/monsoon
mailto:pastrone@ismb.it

